Series is
to Apply
AINED EFFECT
New wood should be allowed 4-12 months of natural
weathering before finish coat application.weather~
wood should be cleaned and dried before finis,t ;Q .
If wood was previously sealed , the old finisijshould
be removed and the surface should be .
ned
and dried before finishing. Apply as mtich material
as the wood can absorb without Ie~ing a glossy
surface film. Typically one Goa;l·is sufficient, but
more absorbent wood may require multiple wet
on wet coats. Remove any material that remains
on the surface 2()..30 minutes after application of
the final coat to Insure a uniform low gloss stained
appearance. Typically applied at 500-600 square
feet par !l'allon per coat, but rate depends on wood

cking and splitting .
in colder climates.

u.v. RESISTANT*

u.v. absorbing pigments prevent the premature
graying, darkening and fading of wood.

pO!QSfty.

MILDEW RESISTANT FILM
FOR DEEP GLOSS FINISH
New, old and previously sealed wood should be
sanded before finish coat application. Stripping or
powerwashing may be necessary to remove old finish
prior to sanding. All sanding dust should be remov~d
before applying finish . Apply the first coat of material
at 500-600 square feet P!'Ir-gallon. Differences in
absorption will likely yield areas of low and high
gloss. Allow finish to dry 24 hours or until firm. Apply
a second coat'at 800-1000 square feet per gallon .
Two coalS are typically needed to achieve a uniform
glo~y appearance, but a third coat may be needed
extremely porous wood. If a third coat is needed
apply 24 hours after the second or when the second
coat is firm .

0"

Refer to label or technical data sheet for compl~te
surface preparation and application instructiont.

MIX THOROUGHLY 8EFO~e:. U SING AND
OCCASIONALLY OORING USE

Inhibits the growth of mold and mildew on the
film surface preventing premature discoloration,
keepin~ surfaces looking new longer.

EASY APPL

JION

Long lasting formula is easy to apply and maintain.
*TWP-300 Clear wilt allow the wood to gray naturally.

Your Local TWP Dealer

Total Wood Protectant
AVAILABLE IN SIX RICH COLORS
TWP® 300 Series is a high solids, high
performance, oil based, exterior wood
'§,h. Its unique formulation enhances
the -~ ral beauty and warmth of wood .
SpecialUM absorbing pigments prevent
the prematLn~raying. darkening and
fading of wood:~ile carefully selected
mildewcides inhibifihe growth of mold and
mildew on the surface bf·the finish .
TWp® 300 Series may be appn~d to obtain
a natural stained or deep gloss finish
depending on application procedure,
_,

Easy application

. / Deep gloss or natural stained -finish
../' Prevents premature UV damage
Mold and mildew res'lstant film
Repels water
Id~al for these
erior Wood ,Applications

Picnic tables
Shutters

~ Trim
~ Entryway and g~e doors
../ Railings

